What’s New at Lily School Paris
February 2020
We have been sponsoring Grant, a koala

adopted through the l’Australian Koala

Foundation. With the terrible bushfires

that hit Australia, we have extended the

sponsorship until the end of this month.

From March, we will be sponsoring an

ourangutan. In fact, since last June, a

new mascot arrived at school: Odyssey

and her babies Oscar and Otis. Why is
baby? Unfortunately, there are
the babies as pets. We have been

the stuffed animal sold with a mum and a
poachers that kill the mothers and sell
studying the way of life of the ourangutan

and why we think it is important to protect them. To do this, we need to find an association who protects them
in their natural environment. We ask you to help us in this project. Please send us your suggestions for
associations supporting orangutans to our email info@lilyschool.paris before March 10th.

Intergenerational Activities

What about culture?

With the new year, our workshops at The Residence
Orpea/Castagnary have begun again. In our last visit,
we made crowns which was a great excercise for
everyone in fine motor skills and graphing. We finished
with singing and can’t wait for the next visit.

QUI A COUPÉ L’EAU (WHO STOPPED THE
WATER,)
A musical and eco friendy show for children.It is a
real eco friendly investigation. Kimo is a young and
fearless girl. One morning she found out that
water is not pouring from the tap anymore. She
decides to go all over the world to understand who
stopped the water and how does the cycle of water
work. During her investigation she will meet a polar
bear, a fish, and water engineer. The situation is
quite alarming, but Kiko will discover numerous
important practices to save the planet.

The Kid’s Corner
During Winter Break, the yeti came to visit the
children and taught them to play the piano and discover
some of the cultural treasures of Paris such as: The
Egyptian portion of The Louvre, the life of ants & the
astronomy section at the Palais de la Découverte, the
wild animals of the Grande Galerie de l’évolution, the
zoo of Jardins des Plantes, and finally the Museum of
Quai Branly. We were amazed to no end!
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